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God's Wrecking Ball and Mammon's End
Evangelicals in America are rallying around President Trump as "God's wrecking
ball". But they are not prepared for what I believe the Lord is really going to wreck.
Because Mammon must fall to the growing Kingdom of God and they do not realize
Donald Trump has a big part to play in the coming world economic collapse.
This week I want to make some strategic analysis of moves on the international chess
board of economics and politics with a view to what in chess is called "end game"
analysis...what moves can we discern now that will bring the age to a close.
Specifically Trump, America, the dollar and a few other bits and pieces....
It's taken me a while to try and figure out the prophetic significance of Donald Trump
and America and where this all fits into my Kingdom rising, Babylon falling
narrative. As you might remember I thought all those prophetic types in America
prophesying a Trump victory were under some sort of hope deception. Hillary
Clinton was my preferred candidate for 'Babylon falling".
And now look at the world scene! The American economy is booming, the dollar
strong, regulations stifling business cut, taxes cut, support for Israel, sanctions on
Russia and China....the Make America Great Again campaign well on its way.
Lance Wallnau the evangelical with the loudest prophetic voice on this wrote his book
"God's Chaos Candidate" weeks before the election of 2016 and put in print "Thus
saith the Lord....Donald Trump is God's king Cyrus for America". really brave!
And he was right! I was wrong.
But upon closer inspection 2 years later I find that Donald Trump is a far better
candidate for "Babylon falling, Kingdom rising" narrative. Let me confess that I
actually like the guy and if American would have voted for him. I like the way he is
upsetting the whole international order, the politics of political correctness and the
vision of re-industrializing America and keeping out illegal immigrants.
However as I suspected and which was confirmed by passages in Bob Woodward"s
new book on the Trump presidency....for a billionaire he surprisingly does not really
know how the dollar, international banking and international security arrangements
work. And as a result he is tearing up the international world order that America built
up after World War 2...which is why his "deep state" enemies are desperately trying
to get him either neutralized or out of office before the whole establishment comes
crashing down.
And that is precisely what interests me in Donald Trump....I think he is God's catalyst
to bring the world system down...to be replaced by the rising reality of God's saints
and His Kingdom in nations all over the world.

Except of course Tump's evangelical supporters don't see it that way. They see him
rooting out the "deep state" bad guys, draining the swamp and returning America to
some idealized previous era of prosperity (the post war 1945-1985 generation). How
they square this with an eschatology which they preach of Antichrist taking over the
world or a soon coming rapture I don't know.
The big move now in evangelical circles is a vision from Lance Wallnau's book
"Invading Babylon: The 7 Mountain mandate". The idea here being that the seven
mountains of society, things like government, the media, education, church, business
etc are to be captured by Christians. This goes along with the vision of Trump as king
Cyrus and in his Persian kingdom the Jews attained high government office and
influenced Persian kings for the Lord.
Now you know I believe in God's Kingdom manifested in areas like education,
science, business, health, finance....but with this crucial difference. I don't believe we
can make the world systems operated on their foundation and their premises work
according God's principles. I believe as I have mentioned before in a parallel system
where we do these civilization things separate from sinners while being in a sinful
world....and I have given you interesting technical reasons why with the technology
we have today all this is now possible and is coming.
Key point here for example on which all else depends: You cannot save the dollar
financial system from systemic structural collapse as it is a debt based system that in
essence is a mega Ponzi scheme. And when the dollar falls...so does Babylon. And
so does all your 7 mountains you wanted to infiltrate and run better for Jesus.
Now looking at the world economy and the dollar from news reports....it is going
gang-busters good in America...4% growth, lowest unemployment in decades etc.
Ah but here is where the Trump factor comes in.....the chaos wrecking ball factor!
Let us take a peek behind the curtains at the huge problem facing the future of the
dollar.
This year is the 10th anniversary of the 2008 international financial crisis. Have you
noticed all the programs and look backs and analysis of "the world economy almost
imploded but thank heavens the US Federal Reserve stepped in and saved the day".
Now let me shock you with some fascinating inside information of how the Fed
supposedly saved the world but in actual fact set the world up for the coming biggest
economic collapse in world history.
Everyone knows the big banks were just absolutely scamming the world with debt
creation. If you could fog a mirror to show you were alive you got a house bond.
Any amount, no money down, no income just sign. Those useless bonds were
packaged in bundles and magically given AAA ratings by corrupt accountancy
agencies and sold to pension funds and other gullible marks. Until it all came crashing
down. But the banks and bankers made big fees and big bonuses but got bailed

out...nobody went to jail. Fortunes were made by the elite,,,.the little guy got
screwed. Profits were privatized...debts were socialized.
What bailed out the banks was that the US Fed just simply created trillions of dollars
out of thin air (or computer entries) and paid it over to the big banks for basically no
interest. How many trillions?
Well the University of Missouri economics department did an in-depth analysis from
thousands of pages of bank documents that Bernie Sanders in the US Senate passed a
bill to force them to reveal....how much money did the US Federal reserve create and
where did it go. You can read the analysis of the Professors at U. Missouri here:
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_698.pdf
Here is their estimate $29,000,000,000,000.....$29 trillion!!!!!
The US Fed literally created $29 trillion and lent it out all over the world to the top
international banks at essentially almost zero interest rates, they lent it out at about
1% to their top corporate preferred clients who then went on a multi-trillion dollar
spending spree buying up their own shares to concentrate the wealth in fewer and
fewer hands, more trillions went to corporates to buy up other companies and
concentrate real assets of the world into fewer and fewer hands.
Now here is the interesting thing; Through the miracle of fractional reserve banking
that $29 trillion was multiplied through loans and deposits and loans into a world
dollar debt now standing at $350 trillion dollars. That is emerging market countries,
corporations, student debt, banking debt....the amount of world debt denominated in
dollar loans is now about $350 trillion.
Note to the prosperity preachers of the last decade: While you were preaching about
how God is giving us the great wealth transfer if we only paid our tithes...the greatest
wealth transfer in history was taking place as the American banking system created
$29 trillion dollars out of nothing and used that to multiply debt and buy up the assets
of the world for the favoured 1% elite of the world. And I doubt that God's people
were handed any of that wealth by Babylon.
But now comes Trump on the political scene....and he does not get it. What he does
not get is that this whole banking exercise is a massive "bait and switch" international
operation by the banking elite. Meaning they lend you trillions of dollars at almost
zero percent interest....everyone is happy. Countries like Greece and African
countries borrow hundreds of billions on these terms. That is the bait....then it comes
time to roll over those 5,10 year loans...but you no longer get 1% refinancing loans,
its now 2-4% percent. Now you start scrambling to get hold of dollars to pay your
interest.
But here is the problem...suddenly there is a dollar shortage. The US Fed is no longer
doing QE (Quantitative Easing) now the policy is higher interest rates QT
(Quantitative tightening). The world has now entered that phase, the dollar is rising to
all currencies because everyone needs dollars to pay interest on $350 trillion of debt.
And interest rates keep rising because of desperation to borrow dollars to pay debt. To
get dollars the world needs to run trade surpluses with America. America must run

trillion dollar trade deficits with the world so that nations and companies with dollar
debts can pay their interest. But Donald Trump does not understand this....
He says no, no more trade deficits, not fair, we will make it in America. So the world
is in a panic and so are the international bankers. Trump is upsetting the whole
international money system flows. America's job is to consume, the world's job is to
produce to pay back American dollar debt, dollar debt that was created by creating
dollars out of nothing and loaning to the world. But Trump rightly says Hey our
American people need good paying factory jobs so that they can buy without resorting
to debt. No say the bankers, others will produce and our American consumers will
buy on debt credit.
Do you remember the old saying, "If you owe your banker $100,000 you are in
trouble, but if you owe your banker $1 million the bank is in trouble". Well that is
where the world is coming to.
Donald trump is alienating all those dependent on the American dollar system. He
wants out of the World Trade Organization, out of NATO, out of Iran treaty, out of
Paris climate treaty, out of NAFTA and on and on. His attitude to the world...who
needs you...you need America. Actually no, they need American dollars to pay off
their $350 trillion of dollar debt....until they say well actually no we are not going to
pay!
Which is what China and Russia and Iran are now doing...they are setting up a world
trading money transfer system apart from the US Fed dollar transfer system called
SWIFT. Nations that are trading with Russia and China are being offered trade in
their own currencies and no need for dollar settlement. Which by the way is why the
American "deep state" are at war with Russia and China. If they throw off the dollar
shackles and get other nations to do the same....that is the end of American
superpower status. The American economy implodes.
Yes Donald Trump is God's chaos candidate...he is God's wrecking ball. He is busy
wrecking the international dollar trading system and alienating nations that were
allies. He is saying we in America can make it ourselves...you need us. Until the day
comes when around the world the international debt of $350 trillion is declared
unpayable and everyone reneges on their dollar obligations....and start to trade with
gold and Yuan settlements
Crash goes Babylon! Rev. 18: "Come out of her my people...Alas alas the great city
Babylon that mighty city, in one hour your judgment is come....and the merchants
of the earth shall weep and mourn over her for no man buys their merchandise any
more" Why? Because the dollar has crashed and international credit and trade has
dried up!
I don't believe in taking 7 mountains. I believe in only the Micah 4 vision of one
mountain...the mountain of the Lord! And the world comes to God's mountain...we
don't run to their mountains. God says in Rev.18 "Come out of her my people lest
you partake of her plagues..." It is going to be a great but terrible day of Jubilee when
the debts of the world get wiped out. We will have to rebuild the world. But it will
be Christians in all the nations of the world that will restore international order based

on God's Kingdom principles. And yes God's people in America will make America
great again....because they will revive the vision of the real founding fathers of
America the Puritans who dedicated America as God's light to the world.
In the meantime I am enjoying the news spectacle of Donald Trump wrecking ball for
the Kingdom of God laying the Babylon structures low!

